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(57) ABSTRACT 

A digital Still camera offers a frame classification mode 
where the captured frame images are classified into plural 
Scene categories in a photo movie. A display Section of the 
camera main body has an image display area for displaying 
through images and, beside it, a category display area for 
displaying the plural Scene categories. When an athletic 
festival is Selected as the Scenario for the photo movie, the 
Scene categories Such as “opening ceremony”, “morning 
athletic events”, “lunch break”, “afternoon athletic events', 
and “closing ceremony are displayed. One of these Scene 
categories is specified before capturing an image. The data 
of the captured frame image is Stored in an image file 
together with frame classification information which repre 
Sents the Specified Scene category. 
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FIG. 5A 
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DIGITAL STILL CAMERA 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 1. Field of the Invention 
0002 The present invention relates to digital still cam 
eras, and more particularly to a digital Still camera with an 
assistance function for photo movie creation. 
0003 2. Background Arts 
0004 Along with the widespread use of digital still 
cameras that Store captured images in the form of digital 
data, people enjoy applying a variety of image editing, Such 
as insertion of a title, addition of various decorative images 
to produce a composite image, and combination with a 
moving image, to the captured still images (or frame images) 
more than merely looking at them. And digital cameras are 
becoming to offer an image editing function (see, for 
example, the Japanese patent laid-open publication No. 
2003-125346). 
0005 One way to enjoy the frame images would be a 
photo movie, in which a frame image is edited to appear as 
if the things are moving like a moving image (see, for 
example, the Japanese patent laid-open publication No. 
10-200843 and “LiFE* with PhotoCinema” from Digital 
Stage inc., Ltd, Searched on Apr. 6, 2004, via the Internet, 
URL: http://www.digitalstage.net/jp/product/life/in 

dex.html>). Frame image editing includes, for example, an 
electronic Zooming process that crops and Zooms in to a 
portion of a frame image, an electronic panning process that 
moves a Segment frame from one end to the other end in a 
frame image to give a Sense of view point move, and an 
image composite process that Synthesizes a frame image 
with decorative images. These special effects (or simply, 
effects) can add movement, like moving images, to frame 
images. 
0006 The Japanese patent laid-open publication No. 
10-200843 and the “LiFE with PhotoCinema disclose 
image editing Software for Such edit and process to the photo 
movies. Unfortunately, these image editing Software require 
the users to manually Specify a playback Sequence of plural 
frame images or manually Select the kind of Special effects 
for each of the frame images, and the editing operation will 
become complicated. On the other hand, the image editing 
Software of the “LiFE with PhotoCinema' offers an auto 
matic mode, where the photo movies are automatically 
created only by Selecting the frame images to be used. The 
editing operation could be very easy in this automatic mode 
because all edit conditions, except for Selecting the frame 
images, are automatically set up by a computer. 

0007. In this automatic mode, however, the software 
detects no differences between the Selected frame images, 
and the frame images are not always assigned to appropriate 
Scenes in a photo movie. For example, two unrelated frame 
images may be combined together, or the frame images may 
be placed at random in the photo movie regardless of their 
captured order. Thus created photo movie would hardly 
reproduce (or tell) the intended Story. 
0008. The photo movie is usually made from the plural 

Still images of a single event. Such an event has its own Story 
(flow of the event) just like the travel takes a course of 
preparation, an outward trip, Sightseeing in the destination, 
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and a return trip, or just like an athletic festival has an 
opening ceremony, morning athletic events, a lunch break, 
afternoon athletic events, and a closing ceremony. Proper 
reproduction of the Story is a critical factor for creating 
well-made photo movies. 
0009 For proper story reproduction, the edit conditions 
must be specified to associate frame images with their 
appropriate Scenes. A frame image could be appropriately 
asSociated if detailed editing Setups are made through the 
manual operations. Unfortunately, Such Setups require the 
users to identify and Sort each of the frame images on a 
monitor Screen of a personal computer (PC), making the 
editing operations much complicated. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0010. In view of the foregoing, an object of the present 
invention is to provide a digital Still camera which can 
reduce operational complexity in photo movie editing. 

0011 To achieve the above object and other objects of the 
present invention, the digital Still camera includes a first 
memory for Storing at least Scenario information which Sets 
edit conditions for a photo movie created from the captured 
frame images. Also provided are a display Section for 
displaying the plural Scene categories read out from the first 
memory, a frame classification Section that provides frame 
classification information for classifying the frame images 
into a specified Scene category, and a writing Section for 
Writing the frame classification information, together with 
the frame images, in a Second memory in relationship to the 
frame images. 

0012. The first memory stores, for example, a lot of the 
Scenario information. In this case, the digital Still camera is 
also provided with a Selector for Selecting one of the 
Scenario information. 

0013 The digital still camera further includes a scene 
category Selector for Selecting one of the plural Scene 
categories displayed in the display Section. And the frame 
classification Section provides a captured frame image with 
frame classification information corresponding to a Selected 
Scene category. 

0014. The display section displays, for example, the 
plural Scene categories together with a captured through 
image. The display Section may optionally display messages 
that indicate image content to be captured according to the 
Scene categories. 

0015 Each scene category has a hierarchical structure to 
contain, for example, plural Subcategories below it. The 
Scene configuration information may be prepared for each 
kind of the Scenario information. And the classification 
information may be stored in, for example, an image file 
together with the image data. 

0016. According to the digital still camera of the present 
invention, the captured frame images are individually clas 
sified into one of the Scene categories of the Scene configu 
ration information, then Stored in the first memory. Each of 
the classified frame images is assigned to an appropriate 
Scene in the photo movie. Therefore, the editing operations 
can be simplified, and the created photo movies properly 
reproduce the Stories of the events. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0.017. The foregoing and other features and advantages of 
the present invention will become apparent from the fol 
lowing detailed descriptions of the preferred embodiments 
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, which are 
given by way of illustration only and thus do not limit the 
present invention. In the drawings, the same reference 
numerals designate like or corresponding parts throughout 
the Several views, and wherein: 
0.018 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an image editing 
apparatus, 

0019 FIGS. 2A to 2C are explanatory views of special 
effects applied to photo movies, 
0020 FIG. 3 is an explanatory view of a scenario file for 
the photo movies, 
0021 FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing an electrical 
Structure of a digital still camera; 
0022 FIGS. 5A and 5B are explanatory views of a 
Scenario Selection Screen and a through image display 
Screen, 

0023 FIG. 6 is an explanatory view showing an example 
classification of frame images into Scene categories of 
athletic festival; 
0024 FIG. 7 is an explanatory view showing an example 
classification of frame images into Scene categories of 
travel; 
0.025 FIG. 8 is a flow chart of an image capturing 
procedure in a frame classification mode, 
0026 FIG. 9 is a flow chart of a photo movie creation 
procedure; 

0027 FIG. 10 is an explanatory view of the scene 
category with a hierarchical Structure; 
0028 FIGS. 11A and 11B are explanatory views show 
ing another Storage method for frame classification infor 
mation; and 
0029 FIG. 12 is an explanatory view showing an 
example connection to external devices Such as mobile 
terminals. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFFERED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0030) Referring to FIG. 1, an image editing apparatus 10 
loads image data of the still images (or frame images) 
captured with a digital Still camera 11 from a memory card 
12, and then creates a photo movie from the frame images. 
The image editing apparatuS 10 is installed at, for example, 
DPE shops and drag Stores (or convenience Stores) which 
offer a photo printing Service and a digital data writing 
Service on any recording medium, and this apparatus is 
operated by a customer who brings the memory card 12 or 
by a shop clerk. The image editing apparatus 10 records a 
created photo movie on a DVD medium 14, which is then 
provided to the customer. 
0031. The image editing apparatus 10 is composed of a 
main unit 21, a monitor 22, and a console 23. The main unit 
21 is, for example, a general personal computer or work 
Station installed with an image editing program. The main 
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unit 21 includes a CPU 24, a work memory 26, a media 
reader 27, a hard disk drive (HDD) 28, and a recordable 
DVD drive 29. The CPU 24 controls over every component 
of the apparatus in accordance with an operating System. 

0032. The media reader 27 reads out data from the 
memory card 12 to load the frame imageS as material for a 
photo movie. The monitor 22 displays an operation Screen of 
the image editing program as well as the frame imageS read 
out. The console 23, which is an operational command input 
device to the image editing apparatus 10, is composed of a 
mouse, a keyboard, and Some Such. 

0033. The recordable DVD drive 29 writes data on the 
DVD medium 14. However, the storage medium is not 
limited to a DVD, and any existing Storage medium Such as 
a CD or any next-generation Storage medium Such as 
Blu-ray (registered trademark) may also be used. Alterna 
tively, the apparatus can be configured to handle a variety of 
Storage media So as to meet the customers' requirements. 
0034. The CPU 24 downloads the image editing program 
into the work memory 26 and executes the editing processes 
described in the program. The CPU 24 will thereby function 
as an edit condition Setup Section 31 and a photo movie 
creating Section 32. 

0035. The HDD 28 contains the operating system and the 
image editing program, which are executed by the CPU 24. 
The HDD 28 also contains various kinds of accompanying 
data used in the image editing program. The accompanying 
data includes later described Scenario files of the photo 
movies and decorative images to be Synthesized with the 
frame imageS. The decorative images would be a mask 
image to cover unnecessary portions of a targeted image and 
a template image that has decorative illustrations and a 
frame area for insertion of the targeted image. The decora 
tive images can add Some flavor to the photo movies by 
decorating backgrounds or specific Spots of the frame 
images. 

0036) As shown in FIGS. 2A to 2C, the special effects 
Such as an electronic Zooming proceSS and an electronic 
panning process are applied to the frame images in the photo 
movie creation. FIG. 2A shows a scene A which begins with 
a frame A1 of a parent and a child, proceeds to a frame A2 
and a frame A3 of the child's face Zoomed upgradually, then 
reaches a frame A4 the close-up shot of the child's face. The 
Scene A are created through the electronic Zooming process 
by placing a Zoom point at a certain part of the original 
image (the frame A1), cropping out the partial images of 
different magnification (the frames A2 to A4), and coupling 
these images together. 

0037 FIG. 2B shows a scene B which begins with a 
frame B1 of a ground Surface and a road, then gradually 
Zooms out to reach a frame B4 of a long distance view of a 
mountain which lies ahead the road. The Scene B are created, 
in the same process as the Scene A, by placing a Zoom point 
at a certain part of an original still image (the frame B4), 
cropping out the partial images of different magnification 
(the frames B1 to B3), and coupling the images together. 
Since the Scene B depicts the Zoom-out from the Zoom point, 
unlike the Scene A which depicts the Zoom-in to the Zoom 
point, the first frame B1 has the highest magnification while 
the last frame B4 has the same magnification as the original 
image. 
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0.038 FIG. 2C shows a scene C which gives a sense of 
a camera panned horizontally to offer a panoramic effect. 
The scene C begins with a frame C1 showing the left foot of 
a mountain as the main Subject, proceeds to a frame C2 and 
a frame C3 showing the mountain in the center of a Screen, 
then reaches a frame C4 showing the right foot of the 
mountain. The Scene C are created by cropping Some parts 
of an original Still image, which captures a long distance 
View of the whole mountain, with moving a cropping point 
from left to right, and then coupling the cropped images (the 
frames C1 to C4) together. In the above embodiments, every 
Scene is comprised of four frames for the Sake of Simplicity, 
but in reality each Scene contains a significant number of 
frames displayed at a frame rate of, for example, thirty 
frames per Second. The plural Scenes with the Special effects 
applied thereto are joined together to create a photo movie. 
0.039 The edit conditions for the photo movies are writ 
ten in the Scenario file, for example. The Scenario file defines 
the Special effects applied to each of the frame images along 
a time stamp of the frame. The HDD 28 contains forms of 
various Scenarios (i.e. Scenario forms) that define the basic 
edit conditions for each of the events Such as an athletic 
festival, travel, and a wedding ceremony. As shown in FIG. 
3, the scenario file contains ID numbers of the material 
frame images, type of the Special effects, BGM, and deco 
rative images used as background to decorate the frame 
images. 

0040. The scenario file carries scene configuration infor 
mation which defines major Scenes of a photo movie. In the 
Scenario file of the athletic festival, for example, the photo 
movie is divided into five major Scenes as “opening cer 
emony”, “morning athletic events”, “lunch break”, “after 
noon athletic events', and “closing ceremony'. And Scene 
categories corresponding to these major Scenes are defined 
as Scene configuration information. 
0041. The ID numbers of the frame images to be used in 
each Scenes are respectively associated with one of the Scene 
categories. Because the frame images are classified into the 
Scene categories, any unexpected Scenes with unrelated 
frame imageS Such as, for example, the opening ceremony 
and the lunch break are never created, and each Scene will 
have appropriate frame images. 

0042. The scenario forms determine in advance a main 
effect and BGM for each scene category. As for the scene 
category of, for example, the “opening ceremony' which is 
Supposed to have the frame image of the whole festival Site, 
the main effect is determined to the panning process that can 
show the entire festival site and convey the excitement of the 
site. And cheerful music is used as the BGM. As for the 
Scene categories of both "morning athletic events' and 
“afternoon athletic events', the main effect is the Zooming 
process to focus on a specific athlete (the child of a pho 
tographer, for example) in a game Such as a tug-of-war or a 
relay race. One exemplary method to place the Zoom point 
on the Specific person would be face extraction through an 
image analysis technique. The BGM of these scenes will be 
up-tempo music to give punch to the Scenes. By determining 
the main effect and BGM of each scene category in this 
manner, the created photo movie comes to reproduces the 
story of the event. 
0043. The edit condition setup section 31 shown in FIG. 
1 retrieves from the HDD 28 a specified scenario form, then 
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classifies the plural frame images, which have been 
imported through the media reader 27, into the Scene cat 
egories of the retrieved Scenario form. A Scenario form 
Selecting operation and a frame image classifying operation 
are made based on classification information (or frame 
classification information) added to the frame images as 
described later. If no classification information is added to a 
frame image, these operations are made according to instruc 
tions entered by a user. The edit conditions are set up in this 
way to form a Scenario file, which the photo movie creating 
Section 32 follows to create a photo movie. 
0044) Referring to FIG. 4, the digital still camera 11 
equips the camera body 41 with an imaging Section 42 
composed of a taking lens and a CCD image Sensor, an 
operating Section 43 composed of Such members as a 
multi-direction key for moving cursors to Select various 
items, a mode Selection Switch, and a shutter button, a 
display panel 44 (Such as an LCD panel) for playing back 
captured images and a operation Screen, and an R/W circuit 
46 for entering the memory card 12 to read and write the 
image data. The display panel 44 will also function as an 
electronic view finder to display live images (or through 
images) in real time with image capturing through the 
imaging Section 42. 
0045 Every component of the digital still camera 11 is 
controlled by a microcomputer 45. The microcomputer 45 is 
connected not only to the imaging Section 42, the operating 
section 43, the display panel 44, and the R/W circuit 46 but 
also to an RAM 47 and an EEPROM 48. The RAM 47 is 
used as a temporary Storage Site for the captured images and 
as a work memory. The EEPROM 48 stores a camera control 
program and category data determined according to the 
above Scenario forms. 

0046) Anticipating that the users intend to create the 
photo movies from the captured frame images, the digital 
Still camera 11 offers a frame classification mode, as well as 
the Standard capturing mode, for classifying the captured 
frame images into the plural Scene categories determined in 
the Scenario files. When a certain Scene category is Specified 
in the frame classification mode, the digital Still camera 11 
then Stores the image data of the captured frame image in the 
memory card 12 in relationship to the frame classification 
information representing the Specified Scene category. The 
image editing apparatuS 10 identifies the Specified Scene 
category and assigns the frame image thereto based on the 
frame classification information. 

0047 The frame classification information is stored in the 
image file as, for example, the Supplemental information of 
the image data (DSC000x.JPG). The frame classification 
information would be written in, for example, a tag field 
defined by the EXIF standard, a common file format of 
digital still cameras. 
0048. As shown in FIG. 5, when the frame classification 
mode is Selected, the display panel 44 firstly displays the 
scenario selection screen 51 depicted in FIG. 5A. The 
Scenario Selection Screen 51 exhibits a message as "Select a 
Scenario for the photo movie to create” and, below the 
message, a list of the category data pre-stored in the 
EEPROM 48. The category data, which is the scene con 
figuration data extracted from the Scenario forms in the 
HDD 28 of the image forming apparatus 10, will be “athletic 
festival”, “traveling”, and “wedding ceremony” to corre 
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spond to the Scenario forms. Since the category data corre 
sponds to each of the Scenario forms, Specifying one of the 
category data leads to Select a certain photo movie Scenario. 
The users are able to Select a Scenario by pointing a cursor 
51a to intended category data upon operation of the oper 
ating Section 43. 
0049. The through image display screen 52 depicted in 
FIG. 5B will show up when the category data is specified in 
the Scenario Selection Screen 51. In the frame classification 
mode, the through image display Screen 52 is divided into 
three areas, an image display area 52a for displaying the 
through images, a category display area 52b for displaying 
the Specified category data beside the image display area, 
and a message display area 52c for instructing the users an 
appropriate frame image to capture below the image display 
area 52a. 

0050 Assuming that, for example, the category data of 
the "athletic festival” is specified, the category display area 
52b displays the scene categories 56a to 56e, i.e. “opening 
ceremony”, “morning athletic events”, “lunch break”, 
“afternoon athletic events', and “closing ceremony. 
0051. The user should select one of the scene categories 
56a to 56e using the multi-direction key before executing 
the image capturing operation. AS for the captured frame 
image with a Scene category Selected in advance, its image 
data is Stored in relationship to the frame classification 
information that represents the Specified Scene category. For 
example, if the scene category 56a is selected as shown in 
FIG. 5B, the selected category is grayed out to provide clear 
discrimination from the other Scene categories. When cap 
tured in this State, the frame image is associated with the 
frame classification information which represents the Scene 
category 56a and Stored. 
0052. Thereby, as shown in FIG. 6, the digital still 
camera 11 can classify the frame image 61a of the opening 
ceremony into the Scene category 56a of the “opening 
ceremony”, also the frame image 61b of a tag-of-war in the 
morning into the Scene category 56b of the “morning athletic 
events”, the frame image 61c of the lunch break into the 
Scene category 56c of the "lunch break', the frame images 
61d, 61e of a relay race in the afternoon into the scene 
category 56d of the “afternoon athletic events”, and a frame 
image of, for example' a Scoreboard (not shown) into the 
Scene category 56e of the “closing ceremony” So as to 
present the result of the festival. 
0.053 Although this embodiment uses the multi-direction 
key for the Scenario Selecting operation and the Scene 
category Specifying operation, it is possible to incorporate a 
touch Screen as the display panel 44 So that touching the 
Screen carries out these operations. 
0.054 The category display area 52b displays a list of the 
Scene categories 56a to 56e, which are aligned along a time 
line in a flow chart. This area enables the user to perceive in 
advance the Overall Scene configurations of the photo movie 
to create. The user can therefore easily imagine the neces 
Sary frame images for the photo movie, and hardly fails to 
capture any necessary frame images (the opening ceremony 
or the lunch break, for example). 
0055) Next to the scene categories 56a to 56e, number of 
the captured frame images is displayed for each Scene 
category. In FIG. 5B, only one frame image has been 
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captured and it belongs to the Scene category 56a. Display 
ing the number of captured frame imageS for each Scene 
category enables the users to realize overage or shortage of 
the frame imageS for each category. The Overage and short 
age would be easily realized because the category display 
area 52b appears on the same window as the image display 
area 52a. 

0056. The message display area 52c displays messages to 
indicate the appropriate image content for the Specified 
Scene category. If the Scene category 56a of “opening 
ceremony” is Specified, the message on the display area 
would be, for example, "Let's take an ambience of the 
opening ceremony'. Obviously, more detailed message Such 
as “Let’s take the moment of athlete's oath in the opening 
ceremony” or “Let’s take the profiles of the athletes in lines' 
may be displayed alternatively. 

0057 FIG. 7 shows an example classification of frame 
images according to the Scenario of travel. The Scenario of 
travel has the Scene categories 63a to 63d of, for example, 
“departure”, “outward trip”, “destination”, and “return trip'. 
The image of a family in front of the house at departure 
should be captured after the Scene category 63a of “depar 
ture' is Specified. Thus, the captured frame image 64a is 
asSociated with the frame classification information which 
represents the Scene category 63a and Stored in the memory 
card 12. 

0058. In the same manner, both the frame image 64b of 
the children in the car heading to the destination and the 
frame image 64c of a drive-in on the way are classified into 
the scene category 63.b of the “outward trip'. And the frame 
image 64d of the children playing at the destination is 
classified into the scene category 63c of “destination” while 
the frame image 64e of the children Sleeping in the car going 
home is classified into the Scene category 63d of “return 
trip”. Much like the above mentioned scenario of “athletic 
festival', the scenario of “traveling defines a main effect 
and BGM in each of its Scene categories. 

0059. The operation of the above construction is now 
explained. When capturing the frame imageS as material for 
a photo movie, the user Selects the frame classification mode 
on the digital still camera 11 as shown in FIG. 8. Once the 
frame classification mode is Selected, the display panel 44 
displays the Scenario Selection Screen 51, on which the user 
would specify the scenario of “athletic festival” when cap 
turing the images of an athletic festival. 
0060. Then the through image display screen 52 takes the 
place of the Scenario Selection Screen 51 on the display panel 
44, listing the scene categories 56a to 56e of the specified 
“athletic festival” scenario in the category display area 52b. 
The user Selects one of these Scene categories and captures 
an image. The captured frame image is put in an image file 
together with the frame classification information which 
corresponds to the Selected Scene category, then Stored in the 
memory card 12. 

0061. To create the photo movie from the captured frame 
images, the user will bring the memory card 12 to a 
photofinisher and ask for a photo movie. As shown in FIG. 
9, an operator of the image editing apparatus 10 places the 
memory card 12 in the media reader 27 to download the 
image file into the main unit 21. Once the image file is 
loaded, the edit condition setup section 31 identifies the 
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Specified Scenario based on the frame classification infor 
mation in the image file and reads out a Scenario form 
corresponding to the specified scenario from the HDD 28. 
The frame images are respectively assigned to one of the 
Scene categories of the Scenario form to produce a Scenario 
file. The operator of the image editing apparatuS 10 makes 
Some changes to the given edit conditions, where needed, to 
determine an eventual edit conditions. 

0062) When the edit conditions are determined, the photo 
movie creating Section 32 follows the Scenario file to create 
the photo movie. The photo movie will be edited on a scene 
category basis. Since the frame images have been classified 
into the appropriate Scene categories according to their 
content, there is no chance of unrelated frame images 
appearing in the same Scene nor related frame images 
appearing in the Separate Scenes. The Scenes are arranged 
along a time line, and the main effect and the BGM are 
Selected according to the Scene categories, each Scene will 
have its own characteristic which gives a dynamic Scene 
change. The photo movie edited and created in this way can 
reproduce the Story of the event. In addition, the frame 
images are automatically classified according to the frame 
classification information, and therefore the operator's work 
will be simplified. 
0.063. In this type of service where the photofinishers 
create the photo movies upon order of the customers (i.e. 
photographers), reflecting the photographers intention in 
the photo movie is a critical factor for enhancing the 
commercial value of the product. However, it is very diffi 
cult for the photofinishers to comprehend Such intention 
when classifying the frame images. When using the above 
digital Still camera 11, the photographer himself is going to 
classify the frame imageS. Therefore, the frame images are 
appropriately classified and, as a result, the quality of photo 
movie creation service from the photofinishers will be 
improved. 

0064. The present invention can also be effective when 
the photographer operates the image editing apparatus. The 
photographer will enjoy, in this case, the merit of leSS 
demanding editing operation because the frame images were 
already classified at the time of image capture. 
0065. In the above embodiment, the category data is 
constituted only of the Scene categories in the Same hierar 
chical level. The Scene categories may alternatively take a 
multi hierarchical structure, as shown in FIG. 10 for 
example, in which the Scene category 56b of “morning 
athletic events' Subordinates the Scene categories of “ath 
letic event 1' and "athletic event 2', then the "athletic event 
1” subordinates the scene categories of “start”, “halfway', 
and “goal”. This detailed classification enables a still finer 
edit, leading to improve the quality of the photo movie. 
0.066 The edit conditions in the above embodiment regu 
late the Scenario Selection and the frame image classification 
into the Scene categories. Other edit condition may addi 
tionally be set up for frame image Specification as Some 
climax Scenes of a photo movie. Taking the frame images of 
the “athletic festival” in FIG. 6 as an example, one of Such 
climax Scenes of the photo movie would be the frame image 
61e, which captures the goal of a race. By Specifying the 
frame image 61e as the climax Scene and displaying it longer 
and more times than other frame images, the created photo 
movie can be further expressive. 
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0067. The frame images of climax scenes may be speci 
fied by any techniques Such as, for example, a dedicated 
Specification button or check box displayed on the operation 
Screen in the display panel 44, or a specification button 
provided as a part of the operating Section 43 on the main 
unit 21. The Specification may be made at the time of image 
capture or after reading out the captured images from the 
memory card 12. 
0068. As well as the climax scenes, the frame images 
may be specified as any specific Scenes Such as the opening 
Scene, the title Scene, or the ending Scene of a photo movie. 
In this case, the Specified frame images will be inserted in 
the Scenes regardless of the image capturing order. It is 
preferable to exhibit the date of the event, together with the 
title of a photo movie, to the opening Scene and the title 
SCCC. 

0069. In the above embodiment, the scenario forms deter 
mine the main effect in each Scene category. Additional 
Special effects should be Selected upon observation of the 
frame images. For example, group photos should be edited 
by the Zooming and panning processes So that the panning 
and Zooming in to each person's face is followed by the 
Zooming out to the whole group image. And Snap shots will 
be edited mainly by the Zooming process, with little use of 
the panning process, because the Snapshots tend to contain 
limited photographic Subjects to look at. 
0070 The family photo such as the frame image 64a in 
FIG. 7 is usually captured by a father or a mother, and most 
of the case the father and mother take turns to capture two 
images of Similar content. If this two similar images are 
given to the Zooming process to focus on each photographed 
perSon, the children will appear very often. In this particular 
case, the image analysis technique should be incorporated to 
determine the Similarity of these frame imageS. Then the 
Zooming proceSS is applied to all the photographed perSon in 
the former imageS while the Zooming process in the later 
image is applied only to the people not showing in the 
former image (either the father or mother in this embodi 
ment). 
0071. In the above embodiment, the frame classification 
information and the image data are Stored together in the 
same file. But the two need only be associated with each 
other and do not have to be stored in the same file. For 
example, the frame classification information and the image 
data can be stored in the separate files (the jpg and the txt 
files) as shown in FIG. 11A. In this case, one text file is 
created as a frame classification information file which 
Stores plural pieces of the frame classification information 
(i.e. Scene categories) corresponding to the image data. 
Thereby, the image editing apparatus should only access to 
the frame classification information file, not to the plural 
image data files, to read out the frame classification infor 
mation for any intended image data. Further, there is no need 
to modify the file format of usual image files (the EXIF 
format, for example) if the frame classification information 
and the image data are separately Stored. 
0072. It is also possible, as shown in FIG. 11B, to store 
category data Selected at the time of image capture as well 
as the image data and the frame classification information. 
In this case, the category data is read out from the EEPROM 
48 and stored in the memory card 12. The category data 
carried in the digital Still camera 11 must correspond to the 
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Scenario forms in the image editing apparatus 10, and it is 
not desirable that only the Scenario forms are updated. By 
Storing the category data in the memory card 12, on the other 
hand, the image editing apparatus 10 is able to check the 
correspondence between the category data and the Scenario 
form. 

0.073 Alternatively, an updated version of the category 
data is Stored in the memory card 12 every time the Scenario 
forms are updated in the image forming apparatus 10, So that 
the digital Still camera 11 can update the category data in the 
EEPROM 48 when such a memory card is loaded. 
0.074. In the above embodiment, the image editing appa 
ratus is placed at the DPE shops or the like. However, any 
personal computers (PC) can be the image editing apparatus 
when installed with the image editing program of the present 
invention. The digital Still camera can also work as the 
image editing apparatus if incorporates the image editing 
program. 

0075 Although the above embodiment uses the digital 
Still camera, any mobile terminals with a built-in camera, 
Such as camera cellular phones, may be used. It is further 
possible to use Video cameras with a still image capturing 
feature. 

0.076 The output destination of the photo movies is not 
limited to the storage medium such as a DVD. If the image 
editing apparatus is provided with a communication inter 
face 81 as shown in FIG. 12, the photo movies can be output 
through the communication interface 81 to a variety of 
mobile terminals Such as a PDA (personal digital assistance) 
82, a portable TV 83 equipped with a hard disk drive or a 
memory, or a cellular phone 84. It is preferable to provide a 
wired interface 81a and a wireless interface 81b as the 
communication interface 81 So that the wireleSS data trans 
mission can be made. 

0077. The communication interface 81 may be used to 
import the image data for the photo movies from the variety 
of mobile terminals. The communication interface 81 may 
also be connected with Such a communication network as an 
internet 86 in order to deliver the photo movies to, and 
import the material image data from the users’ terminals via 
the communication network. 

0078. As described so far, the present invention is not to 
be limited to the above embodiments, and all matter con 
tained herein is illustrative and does not limit the Scope of 
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the present invention. Thus, obvious modifications may be 
made within the Spirit and Scope of the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 

1. A digital Still camera comprising: 
a first memory for Storing at least Scenario information 
which Sets edit conditions for a photo movie created 
from captured frame images, Said Scenario information 
containing plural Scene categories which indicate a 
Scene configuration of Said photo movie; 

a display Section for displaying Said plural Scene catego 
ries read out from Said first memory; 

a frame classification Section for providing frame classi 
fication information which classifies Said frame images 
into Specified one of Said plural Scene categories, and 

a writing Section for writing Said frame classification 
information, together with Said frame images, in a 
Second memory in relationship to Said frame images. 

2. A digital Still camera as claimed in claim 1, wherein 
Said first memory Stores a lot of Said Scenario information, 
and Said digital Still camera further comprises a Selector for 
Selecting one of Said Scenario information. 

3. A digital Still camera as claimed in claim 1, wherein 
Said digital Still camera further comprises: 

a Scene category Selector for Selecting one of Said plural 
Scene categories displayed in Said display Section, 

wherein said frame classification Section provides a cap 
tured frame image with frame classification informa 
tion corresponding to a Selected Scene category. 

4. A digital Still camera as claimed in claim 1, wherein 
Said display Section displayS captured through images 
together with Said plural Scene categories. 

5. A digital Still camera as claimed in claim 1, wherein 
Said display Section displays a message for indicating an 
image content to capture according to Said Scene categories. 

6. A digital Still camera as claimed in claim 1, wherein 
Said Scene categories have hierarchical Structures, and each 
Single Scene category contains plural Subcategories. 

7. A digital Still camera as claimed in claim 1, wherein 
Said frame classification information is Stored in an image 
file together with image data. 

8. A digital Still camera as claimed in claim 1, wherein 
Said Second memory is detachable. 
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